HOW TO DRAW - a basic rose flower

start your rose with the centre, create a yin and yang symbol. make sure they look like comma’s and not seeds. Make them fat and round one end and pointed at the other, so they curl around each other.

• the part is important; you need to draw a line so it closes the gap the original step created……here.

• Make your petals ragged and so they create a triangular shape and not long thing lines, ending the petal tips so they nearly touch their opposite.

• Carry on filling in the petals, so they cover the gap left by the earlier row.

• you will notice the petals get thinner the more petals we add.

You can not go wrong with this rose, there is just 3 basic rules to remember;
1. make sure you keep the lines close together
2. use the petals to cover the gap/space created by previous petal, so you don’t create a repeat pattern.
3. make sure your petals are not skinny, make them more triangular.